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A protocol for cluster size distribution analysis was developed in order to parametrize local two-dimensional
(2D) order in a quantitative manner, using mean cluster sizes and fractional hcp cluster formation (fhcp).
Cluster size analysis was performed on 2D arrays of Au nanoparticles encapsulated in resorcinarene
tetrathiol, which were organized into close-packed films at aqueous interfaces. The degree of monolayer
formation and 2D order within the self-assembled nanoparticle arrays was observed to be strongly dependent
on the amount and type of electrolyte (chloride and/or citrate) adsorbed on the nanoparticle surface, prior
to encapsulation and extraction to the solvent interface. Increasing the concentration of adsorbed electrolyte
could promote monoparticulate film formation but had a variable effect on local 2D order.

Introduction
Colloidal self-assembly has emerged as a leading
methodology in the fabrication of nano- and mesoscale
materials. An attractive feature of this technique is its
ability to promote crystalline order in two or three
dimensions, allowing ensemble properties to be correlated
with tunable physical parameters such as particle size,
interparticle spacing, aspect ratio, and higher-order lattice
structure.1 Examples of nanoparticle 2D and 3D superlattices have increased dramatically in recent years and
have yielded novel physical phenomena with exciting
potential for chemical sensing,2,3 high-density magnetic
data storage,4 nonlinear and spin-dependent transport,5-7
enhanced optical properties such as second-harmonic
generation8 and surface-enhanced Raman scattering,9-13
photonic band gaps at visible and near-infrared wavelengths,14,15 and even as templates for mesoporous materials16,17 and nanostructured island films.18
The forces that drive colloidal self-assembly depend on
the physical characteristics and surface chemistry of the
unit particle as well as on environmental factors. In
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particular, particle size and composition determine
whether long-range van der Waals (vdW) interactions play
an important role in self-organization. For very small
nanoparticles, vdW forces are typically at or below thermal
energies (kBT), so that self-assembly would be mostly
driven by interactions at molecular length scales (e.g.,
surfactant chain interdigitation).19,20 Surfactant-coated
nanocrystals with weak vdW interactions can be deposited
at submonolayer concentrations onto air-water interfaces
and compressed into close-packed 2D arrays in a Langmuir-Blodgett trough8,19,21-24 or organized into 3D superlattices by molecular crystal growth techniques.25-27 As
the particle size increases, the attractive vdW interactions
become significant and often dominate the self-organization process; order within the particle arrays then depends
on a complex balance of vdW interactions, electrostatic
forces, and/or short-range steric repulsion. Dispersions of
nanoparticles and colloids subject to long-range vdW
interactions have been shown to self-assemble into 2D
arrays by simple drop-casting techniques onto wettable
or fluid surfaces.6,20,28-34 Air-liquid and liquid-liquid
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interfaces are especially useful for tuning colloidal interactions and permit self-assembled films to be transferred
onto solid surfaces with a high degree of fidelity.23,35,36
Periodic order is widely regarded as an important
quality for the collective properties of colloidal arrays and
their applications.12-15 Order is typically categorized as
being long range (crystalline) or short range (local), but
its parametrization is largely qualitative in nature. The
gray boundary between local and long-range order has
created some confusion in their definitions; indeed, many
systems which have been described as having long-range
order are in reality comprised of close-packed domains
with local order. This reveals the need for methods which
can provide more precise definitions of order.
The quality of long-range 2D order has been characterized using graphical methods based on autocorrelation
functions or static structure factors.37-42 These are typically derived from the radial distribution function g(r)
(also known as the pair correlation function), which
represents particle density at a distance r from a reference
site. Here g(r) is defined simply as

g(r) ≡ 〈δ(r′) δ(r′ - r)〉

(1)

where δ(r) is the Kronecker delta function and r′ is the
position of a given reference particle. Translational 2D
order can be illustrated graphically by plotting g(r), using
the average periodicity (center-to-center distance) as a
unit value. 2D particle arrays with long-range hexagonal
order are expected to produce g(r) plots which decay
according to an algebraic power law (r-ξ, where ξ ∼ 1/3),
whereas particle films with poor translational order should
produce g(r) plots that decay exponentially.39,40
Autocorrelation function analyses are best performed
using clusters of several thousand particles to minimize
perturbations due to data truncation. This precludes a
precise description of order at the local level, although
parameters of relative order can still be established.43,44
Other graphical methods of analysis face similar limitations: for example, the patterns produced by fast Fourier
transform (FFT) image analysis depict local order in an
intuitive fashion, but in most cases the quality of data
does not extend beyond the first order of approximation.
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In this paper we provide a quantitative method for
describing local 2D order in self-assembled nanoparticle
films based on cluster size distribution analysis. A related
method of cluster analysis has been reported by Martin
and co-workers, in which locally ordered domains are
evaluated by percolation theory for computation of intradomain correlation functions and lattice spacings.45 Here
we use cluster size analysis to evaluate local 2D order in
colloidal Au nanoparticle films formed by self-organization
at air-water interfaces and the influence of electrolyte
concentrations on the self-assembly process. The Au nanoparticles are passivated by resorcinarene tetrathiol, whose
surfactant properties have been shown to enhance the
dispersion and self-assembly of colloidal metal particles
in the midnanometer (15-200 nm) size range.11,46-53
Experimental Section
Materials. Tetraundecylresorcin[4]arene tetrathiol was synthesized as previously reported.47,49 Colloidal Au particles were
purchased from British Biocell International (EM.GC30 or
EM.GC40, ∼1011 particles/mL) and characterized by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). The average particle sizes were 34
( 2 nm (N ) 1007) or 35 ( 3 nm (N ) 1165). Carbon-coated Cu
TEM grids were purchased from Ted Pella, Inc., and used as
supplied. The resorcinarene-encapsulated nanoparticles were
handled in silanized glassware (SiliClad, Gel-Est) to minimize
surface adsorption. High-purity water with a measured resistivity
above 18 MΩ‚cm was obtained using an ultrafiltration system
(Milli-Q, Millipore) and passed through a 0.22 µm filter to remove
particulate matter.
General Procedures. Self-Assembly of ResorcinareneEncapsulated Au Nanoparticle Monolayers. Aqueous suspensions
of colloidal Au particles with fixed electrolyte concentrations were
prepared by first treating the commercial solutions with a mixedbed ion-exchange resin (Amberlite MB-3, Mallinckrodt) for 30
min and then reintroducing electrolytes in a controlled fashion
(see Results and Discussion). The ion-exchange resin was
thoroughly washed with deionized water before use. The pH of
the colloidal solutions was 3-4 after treatment with ion-exchange
resin but increased to 7.0-7.4 after addition of salt or surfactant,
suggesting the release of adsorbed hydroxide ions from the
nanoparticle surfaces. Resorcinarene-encapsulated nanoparticles
were prepared by vigorously mixing colloidal suspensions (1 mL)
with 1 mM solution of surfactant in THF (1 mL), which produced
a homogeneous pink solution. Addition and vigorous mixing of
toluene (l mL) resulted in a separation of organic and aqueous
layers; in most cases, a dark film of encapsulated Au nanoparticles
could be observed at the biphasic interface. The organic layer
was removed, and the nanoparticles were washed twice more
with toluene (1 mL each) to extract THF and excess surfactant.
The Au nanoparticles were drawn up in a silanized glass pipet,
then drained, and carefully redeposited onto a clean air-water
interface in a silanized test tube and allowed to stand at room
temperature for 60 min. Unless otherwise mentioned, the
nanoparticle films were deposited onto Formvar-coated Cu grids
by Langmuir-Schaefer transfer using a pair of forceps, then
dried in air.
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Figure 1. Cluster size distribution analysis of colloidal Au nanoparticle array, extracted to the air-water interface using resorcinarene
tetrathiol. Nanoparticles were treated with ion-exchange resin prior to extraction. (a) TEM image of self-assembled nanoparticle
film (34 ( 2 nm, N ) 1002, scale bar ) 200 nm); (b) g(r) plot derived from nanoparticle 2D array, as a function of average periodicity;
(c) crystalline template with periodicity and lattice site diameters defined by the position and line width of the primary g(r) peak;
(d) map of particle centroids; (e) nonoverlapping hcp clusters within 2D array; (f) partially overlapping hcp clusters within nanoparticle
2D array. Domain boundaries are drawn to guide the eye.
TEM Characterization and Image Analysis of Au Nanoparticle
Monolayers. TEM analysis was performed with a Philips EM400 using an accelerating voltage of 80 kV. In most cases, images
were acquired at 46 000×; magnifications at 20 000× or higher
were calibrated using crystals of beef catalase (d ) 8.75 nm).
Negatives containing Au nanoparticles (N ) 650-1000) were
scanned at 1200 dpi (Perfection 1200U Photo Scanner, Epson)
and digitized using a size analysis program (SigmaScan Pro 5.0,
SPSS); images were saved in tagged-image file (TIF) format. All
particle size analyses were performed prior to additional image
processing.
Autocorrelation and Cluster Size Distribution Analyses. To
obtain the centroids of individual Au particles for autocorrelation
analyses, the gray scale intensities of each image were first
normalized according to a histogram stretch. Regions containing
partial bilayers were digitally excised to reveal continuous
monolayers of nanoparticles. Particles within the image were
then selected by applying an overlay and optimizing the intensity
threshold. Overlapping particle edges were separated by treating
the images with several digital filters; in some cases, conjoined
particles were separated manually. Pixel coordinates were then
recorded as data files and used to determine centroid coordinates
and radial distribution functions; codes were programmed using
MatLab 6.5.
Cluster size distribution analysis for a given particle monolayer
was performed by first defining a hexagonal crystalline lattice,
whose periodicity was derived from the primary peak of the
corresponding g(r) plot. This served as a template for identifying
hexagonal close-packed (hcp) clusters of particles within the
nanoparticle film. The template was rotated in 1 deg increments
about a given centroid, for a total of 60 analyses per particle.
Clusters were obtained by correlating neighboring particle
centroids with contiguous crystalline lattice sites, whose threshold for inclusion could be adjusted by an extrinsic parameter ∆.
Particle clusters with N > 6 were recorded for size distribution
analysis, with an option to remove overlapping subsets. Programs
for generating g(r), lattice templates, and cluster size distributions
are available under Supporting Information.

Results and Discussion
Nanoparticle Self-Assembly at the Air-Water
Interface. Colloidal nanoparticles dispersed in aqueous
solutions are typically stabilized by negative electrical
double layers, whose repulsions are dictated by solution
ionic strength and by the adsorption of anions onto the
particle surface.54 Introducing chemisorptive nonionic
surfactants can displace most but not necessarily all

adsorbates, such that a residual surface charge remains.
Incomplete passivation by hydrophobic surfactants can
thus render nanoparticles amphipathic and lead to their
confinement at the aqueous interface, as noted in several
earlier studies on the self-assembly of mesoscopic latex
and functionalized silica particles.35,55-57 In addition,
electrostatic interactions often have influential but complex contributions toward interparticle potentials and can
promote either kinetic aggregation or electrostatic repulsion. The nature and concentration of the adsorbed
electrolytes are thus of considerable practical importance,
yet most suspensions of charge-stabilized metal nanoparticles contain poorly defined mixtures of electrolytes,
with less than desirable consequences for reproducible
self-assembly.
To establish control over electrostatic potential, aqueous
dispersions of Au nanoparticles were preconditioned with
an ion-exchange resin to remove electrolytes, which were
then reintroduced in defined amounts.58 Standardizing
electrolyte concentrations in this manner improved reproducibility in the dispersion behavior of nanoparticles
from different batches and provided a means for correlating adsorbate concentrations with 2D order in the selfassembled Au nanoparticle films (see below). The effect
of ion exchange on nanoparticle extraction and film
formation is unmistakable: attempts to extract 35 nm Au
particles to the water-toluene interface using resorcinarene tetrathiol without any prior treatment resulted
in emulsion formation, whereas preconditioning with ionexchange resin for 10-30 min permitted the extraction
of nanoparticles to the solvent interface and their subsequent self-organization into 2D arrays (see Figure 1a).
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It is worth mentioning that longer exposure times to
ion-exchange resin (12 h) allowed the resorcinareneencapsulated nanoparticles to be completely extracted into
the organic phase (toluene/THF), even without the aid of
phase-transfer salts.49 Here the surface charge on these
particles can be assumed to be minimal. However,
deposition of the fully extracted Au nanoparticles onto
aqueous interfaces, followed by evaporation of the organic
solvent and Langmuir-Schaefer film transfer, resulted
in multilayered aggregates. This indicates that as the
residual organic film is concentrated, kinetic agglomeration driven by the nanoparticles’ strong vdW attractions
supersedes reversible self-organization at the solvent
interface. Surface charge is therefore important for
promoting monoparticulate film formation, as it confines
amphipathic nanoparticles to the aqueous interface.
2D order analysis was performed on a self-organized
array of colloidal Au nanoparticles (34 ( 2 nm) encapsulated in resorcinarene tetrathiol, which had been
extracted to the air-water interface from a solution
containing minimal electrolyte (see Figure 1a).47 Both FFT
analysis (not shown) and autocorrelation analysis (see
Figure 1b) provided qualitative indications of good local
order; in addition to generating several harmonics, the
g(r) plot revealed a characteristic doublet centered about
r ) 2.39-41 However, the g(r) trace fitted poorly to an
algebraic decay envelope and was too steep to suggest
any possibility of long-range order. Indeed, Au nanoparticle films of varying quality produced g(r) plots with
vaguely similar decay functions (see below), precluding
their direct comparison for assessing subtle differences
in 2D order.
Cluster size distributions enabled a quantitative analysis of local 2D order in the nanoparticle films. Several
criteria are necessary to establish inclusion of a given
particle within a hcp cluster domain: (1) a minimum of
two nearest-neighbor particles within the same cluster;
(2) a local correlation angle ψ ) 60°; (3) an established
center-to-center distance between particle centroids; and
(4) an adjustable parameter ∆ to accommodate the
variance in particle diameter and ellipticity, yet maintain
a well-defined standard for hcp clustering. The latter two
criteria are readily defined by the primary peak in the
g(r) plot (r ) 1), whose peak width at half-maximum
provides an appropriate coefficient of variance for monodispersity in particle size and shape. These parameters
were used to produce a hexagonal array of lattice sites
with radius of acceptance ∆ (see Figure 1c).59 The
crystalline lattice was then used as a template and applied
to each particle centroid to identify hcp clusters within
the 2D arrays. Starting from a minimal nucleus of seven
particles, clusters were determined by the inclusion of
centroids within the radius of acceptance following the
criteria above.
Clusters obtained in this fashion were prioritized by
size and then further refined to minimize redundancy in
particle count due to overlapping domains. Refinements
were performed in two ways: (i) calculation of cluster size
distributions with no overlap between domains, in which
smaller, partially overlapping clusters were removed from
the analysis (see Figure 1e), and (ii) calculation of cluster
size distributions using a predefined threshold of overlap
(see Figure 1f). In this work, we set an upper limit of 30%
overlap between any two clusters. The first refinement
method has the advantage of eliminating redundancy,
(59) Values for ∆ (calculated in pixels) are dependent on the quality
of the g(r) plot from which they are derived. A typical value for ∆ in this
study is 16 pixels, which corresponds to 18-20% of the periodicity.
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but at the expense of discounting a small fraction of
particles belonging to hcp clusters. The second method is
more comprehensive in coverage but is skewed toward
smaller cluster populations. For this reason, we applied
both number-averaged and weight-averaged cluster sizes
(Mn and Mw, respectively) as figures of merit for describing
2D order and for quantitative comparisons between 2D
arrays prepared under different conditions.
Cluster size analysis on the 2D nanoparticle array in
Figure 1 revealed a number of hcp domains, the largest
ones containing up to 100 particles. In the case of
nonoverlapping clusters, Mn and Mw were calculated to
be 30.3 and 44.9, respectively; in the case of partially
overlapping clusters, the mean values were found to be
29.7 and 42.3. Cluster analysis also showed that the
majority of particles in the self-assembled film were
members of an ordered domain; the fraction of particles
belonging to an hcp cluster (fhcp) in the nonoverlapping
case was determined to be 0.73, whereas that in the
partially overlapping case was determined to be 0.83. The
minor differences between the two cases suggest that
cluster size distribution analysis using either refinement
method could adequately describe the quality of hcp
ordering within the 2D arrays. However, analyses based
on nonoverlapping clusters require fewer assumptions,
which is desirable for making quantitative comparisons
of 2D order.
While cluster analysis can provide useful insights into
2D order, it assumes monolayer formation and does not
address the issue of multilayers in self-assembled nanoparticle films. Monoparticulate films are desirable from
both a practical and theoretical perspective, as periodic
2D lattices can be correlated with collective physical
states.13 Digital image analysis of the self-assembled
nanoparticle film over a sufficiently large sample area
indicated a significant fraction of multilayer coverage
(approximately 15.4% over 64 µm2). We considered that
monolayer formation could depend on the nanoparticles’
surface wetting properties, which in turn could be
modulated by the adsorption of controlled quantities of
electrolyte species.
The Role of Adsorbed Electrolyte in Au Nanoparticle Array Formation. To better define the role of
ionic adsorbates in the self-organization of the Au nanoparticle arrays, a set of experiments were performed in
which electrolytes were introduced under controlled
conditions to colloidal suspensions (see Table 1). Preconditioned gold nanoparticles (35 ( 3 nm) were dispersed
in fixed concentrations of NaCl and trisodium citrate (Na3Cit), the latter as an associative electrolyte to evaluate
the relative importance of surface charge. Nanoparticles
were then extracted to the solvent interface with resorcinarene tetrathiol, collected and redeposited onto a fresh
air-water interface, and transferred onto carbon-coated
Cu TEM grids as described in the Experimental Section.
Several samples prepared under identical conditions
produced arrays of similar quality, so variations due to
experimental error have been assumed to be small.
Two qualitative trends were immediately apparent upon
inspection of the TEM images (see Figure 2, column I).
First, nanoparticles extracted from solutions of low ionic
strength (I < 5 mM) were observed to self-assemble into
films with relatively large hcp clusters but tended to
contain a significant fraction of multilayers (see Table 1).
Second, nanoparticles extracted from solutions of higher
ionic strength (I > 7 mM) could self-assemble into colloidal
films with essentially monolayer thickness, but often at
some expense of 2D order. Autocorrelation functions also
provided a qualitative indication of order; 2D arrays of
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Table 1. Colloidal Gold Nanoparticle Arrays after Extraction from Electrolyte Solutionsa

array

particle
count
(N)b

NaCl
(mM)

Na3Cit
(mM)

ionic
strength
(mM)c

1
2e
3
4e
5
6
7
8
9
10

901
n/a
879
n/a
918
715
797
654
923
706

0
0
1.63
3.23
1.63
4.75
0
4.75
1.63
4.75

0
0.25
0.25
0
0.50
0.25
1.22
0.50
1.22
0.75

0
1.5
3.13
3.23
4.63
6.25
7.32
7.75
8.95
9.25

hcp clusters, no overlap
Mn
Mw
fhcp

hcp clusters, partial overlapd
Mn
Mw
fhcp

21.4

28.5

0.64

22.4

28.2

0.74

19.6

26.5

0.63

18.4

24.5

0.74

24.6
15.3
15.5
12.5
20.5
17.8

32.0
17.1
18.8
14.3
26.1
21.6

0.59
0.49
0.55
0.27
0.62
0.52

21.2
14.7
15.4
12.3
20.8
16.5

28.3
16.6
18.3
14.0
25.4
20.3

0.74
0.57
0.62
0.28
0.77
0.61

multilayer
(%)
12.9
27.6
35.3
28.4
15.8
9.5
5.3
1.6
0.8
1.8

a Gold nanoparticles (35 ( 3 nm) were preconditioned with MB-3 ion-exchange resin for 30 min before exposure to added electrolytes
and encapsulation with resorcinarene tetrathiol. b Number of centroids taken from TEM image. c Prior to nanoparticle extraction. d The
threshold for overlap between clusters was 30%. e Cluster size analysis was not attempted on these samples.

Figure 2. TEM images (column I), g(r) plots (column II), and
size distribution analyses of nonoverlapping hcp clusters
(column III) taken from 2D arrays of Au particles (35 ( 3 nm)
extracted from various electrolyte solutions: (a) NaCl ) 0 mM,
Na3Cit ) 0 mM; (b) NaCl ) 1.63 mM, Na3Cit ) 0.25 mM; (c)
NaCl ) 1.63 mM, Na3Cit ) 0.50 mM; (d) NaCl ) 0 mM, Na3Cit
) 1.22 mM; (e) NaCl ) 4.75 mM, Na3Cit ) 0.50 mM; (f) NaCl
) 1.63 mM, Na3Cit ) 1.22 mM.

nanoparticles exposed to low electrolyte concentrations
produced g(r) plots with a discernible doublet centered
about r ) 2 (see Figure 2, column II). However, fitting the
g(r) functions to either algebraic or exponential decay
envelopes did not reveal any clear trends relating electrolyte concentration to 2D order.
Cluster size distribution analyses were then performed
for additional insights (see Figure 2, column III). The mean
cluster sizes provided a simple but quantitative metric
for comparing the quality of 2D order between gold
nanoparticle arrays formed under different self-assembly
conditions. As expected, the mean cluster sizes calculated

under conditions of zero overlap were very similar to those
calculated using partially overlapping clusters (see Table
1). It is worth noting that the hcp clusters formed from
these nanoparticles are smaller than those produced in
Figure 1, possibly because of their higher size polydispersity. The relative differences in 2D order within this
series are assumed to be due primarily to changes in
electrolyte concentrations.
The mean cluster sizes provided a sufficient degree of
precision to assess subtle differences in quality between
nanoparticle films. One surprising result revealed by this
quantitative method of analysis was the lack of correlation
between mean cluster size and the ionic strength of the
colloidal solution prior to extraction. Particles extracted
from a solution containing relatively high levels of NaCl
and Na3Cit (I ) 8.95 mM, array 9) could self-organize into
films with comparable hcp cluster sizes and fhcp values
as particles extracted from solutions of low ionic strength
(I < 5 mM, arrays 1 and 3). This was encouraging, as
higher ionic strength clearly had a beneficial impact on
monoparticulate film formation. However, hcp cluster
formation appeared to be quite sensitive to the balance
of electrolytes; for example, particles suspended in solutions with high ionic strength but different ratios of NaCl
to Na3Cit (arrays 7 and 8) produced smaller mean cluster
sizes as a result of kinetic aggregation. The loss of 2D
order was likewise reflected in the lower fhcp values, which
was greater than 0.60 for relatively well-ordered nanoparticle films but on the order of 0.50 or less for films
populated with small hcp clusters. This illustrates the
complex influence of the adsorbed electrolytes on interparticle attraction and repulsion, which precludes any
simple conclusions regarding the relationship between
nanoparticle surface charge and 2D ordering at air-water
interfaces.
Another example of the complex interplay between
surface charge and nanoparticle 2D array formation at
the solvent interface is provided by the degree of monoparticulate film structure as a function of initial ionic
strength. Films comprised of nanoparticles extracted from
solutions with low salt content were patchy and contained
much higher percentages of multilayers (see Table 1,
arrays 2-4) than those extracted from solutions of either
minimal ionic strength (array 1) or with ionic strength
above 5 mM (arrays 6-10). In contrast, particles extracted
at high ionic strength were much more likely to produce
films of uniform thickness; in the case of array 9, the monoparticulate film structure extended for many thousands
of square microns, with defects caused primarily by shear
forces during film transfer (see Figure 3). Here electrostatic
and short-range steric repulsion operated synergetically
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Figure 3. TEM images of extended 2D arrays of colloidal gold
particles extracted from aqueous solutions containing 1.22 mM
NaCl and 1.63 mM Na3Cit and then redeposited onto a fresh
air-water interface (array 9): (a) scale bar ) 20 µm; (b) scale
bar ) 100 µm. Cracks within the array were assumed to have
formed during Langmuir-Schaefer film transfer.

to reduce kinetic aggregation and promote thermodynamic
self-organization at the air-water interface.
Free electrolytes are well-known to modulate the
electrostatic double layers surrounding particles in aqueous dispersions, which determine their long-range repulsive screening potentials.54 On the other hand, adsorbed
electrolytes contribute directly toward the surface charge
of the colloid, which affects their wetting behavior at
the solvent interface. In our system, nanoparticle selfassembly is performed on the surfaces of deionized water,
so local electrostatic effects are presumed to be dominant.
Our studies show that increased electrolyte adsorption
promotes monoparticulate film formation simply by
increasing nanoparticle adhesion to the aqueous interface.
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Particle wetting can also have a moderating effect on
interparticle pair potentials: Bergström and co-workers
have proposed that the degree of immersion of particles
confined at the air-water interface alters their effective
Hamaker constants and hence their rate of spontaneous
aggregation.57 This notion appears to be in general accord
with our observations, but the sensitivity of 2D ordering
to specific ratios of adsorbed electrolytes indicates additional electrokinetic effects which remain to be addressed.
In summary, our studies demonstrate how cluster size
distributions can be used to provide a quantitative
measure of local 2D order. These were used to evaluate
the influence of adsorbed electrolytes at different concentrations, which produced subtle but discernible differences in the formation of hcp clusters within the selfassembled Au nanoparticle arrays. This method of cluster
analysis may have utility in the characterization of ordered
domains within other 2D periodic structures.
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